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Abstract

Many studies confirmed that a proper traffic state
representation is more important than complex
algorithms for the classical traffic signal control
(TSC) problem. In this paper, we (1) present a
novel, flexible and efficient method, namely ad-
vanced max pressure (Advanced-MP), taking both
running and queuing vehicles into consideration
to decide whether to change current signal phase;
(2) inventively design the traffic movement rep-
resentation with the efficient pressure and effec-
tive running vehicles from Advanced-MP, namely
advanced traffic state (ATS); and (3) develop a
reinforcement learning (RL) based algorithm tem-
plate, called Advanced-XLight1, by combining
ATS with the latest RL approaches, and generate
two RL algorithms, namely ”Advanced-MPLight”
and ”Advanced-CoLight” from Advanced-XLight.
Comprehensive experiments on multiple real-
world datasets show that: (1) the Advanced-
MP outperforms baseline methods, and it is also
efficient and reliable for deployment; and (2)
Advanced-MPLight and Advanced-CoLight can
achieve the state-of-the-art.
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1. Introduction
Traffic signal control (TSC) is essential for improving trans-
portation efficiency and mitigating traffic congestion. In
many cities, the classical FixedTime (Koonce & Rodegerdts,
2008), SCOOT (Hunt et al., 1982), and SCATS (Lowrie,
1992) are still the most commonly deployed TSC sys-
tems. Max pressure (MP) control (Varaiya, 2013) and self-
organizing traffic lights (SOTL) (Cools et al., 2013) aim to
maximize the global throughput from observation of traffic
states.

These conventional methods cannot be easily adapted to
complex dynamic traffic flows without experts’ prior knowl-
edge. Recently, reinforcement learning (RL) has drawn
increasing interests. Intuitively, RL-based TSC methods
(Van der Pol & Oliehoek, 2016; Zheng et al., 2019) can
directly learn from the complex conditions through trail-
and-reward, without requiring specific, which are often un-
realistic, assumptions about the traffic model. Some RL-
based methods have shown superior performance over many
traditional methods in certain situations, which can also be
used to control large-scale traffic signals (Wei et al., 2019a;
Chen et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2019b).

Assume the observation of the number of a lane is n. When
all signal phases (detailed in Section 3) are considered, the
complexity of exploration state space for RL can raise to
O(n8) (Zheng et al., 2019). Hence, the complex RL-based
approaches might not be the optimal solutions for TSC. On
the other hand, both traffic state and neural network de-
sign play essential roles in RL-based methods for TSC. The
success of both MPLight (Chen et al., 2020) and Efficient-
CoLight (Wu et al., 2021b) has shown that combining and
optimizing traffic state representations from traditional meth-
ods with RL-based models could yield significant improve-
ments, especially in large-scale TSC.

The traffic movement pressure expressed by efficient pres-
sure (EP) (Wu et al., 2021b) is an essential representation of
traffic state. Although EP has strong representativeness, it
ignores the running vehicles in the traffic network. Here, the
”pressure” alone is not sufficient to represent the complex
traffic state. Meanwhile, with a greedy strategy, Efficient-
MP (Wu et al., 2021b) is not flexible.
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To summarize, the limitations of current traffic state repre-
sentation and TSC methods are listed as follows:

• Traditional TSC methods with a greedy strategy are
still not flexible (e.g., they cannot maintain current
phases when there are multiple running vehicles, while
other competing phases have very few queuing vehi-
cles);

• Most current traffic state representations used in the
RL-based approaches neglect the running vehicles in
the traffic network;

• State-of-the-art RL-based TSC methods still have room
for improvement with more effective traffic state repre-
sentations.

To further address the challenges, we have considered com-
bining the running vehicles and queuing vehicles for traffic
state design optimization and leveraged the ”request” con-
cept from the actuated control method SOTL (Cools et al.,
2013). Hence, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows:

1. We present a novel, flexible and efficient method,
called advanced max pressure (Advanced-MP), taking
both running and queuing vehicles into consideration
to decide whether to change the current signal phase;

2. We design the advanced traffic state (ATS), which com-
bines the pressure and effective running vehicles as the
traffic state representation;

3. We develop an RL-based algorithm template, namely
Advanced-XLight, which combines ATS with any
RL approaches and generates two RL algorithms:
Advanced-MPLight and Advanced-CoLight, for in-
stance;

4. We demonstrate that our Advanced-MP method and
the two RL algorithms generated could achieve new
state-of-the-art (SOTA) for large-scale TSC.

2. Related Work
Various TSC approaches have been proposed, which can be
divided into two typical categories: traditional approaches
and RL-based methods.

2.1. Traditional approaches

Back in 1958, FixedTime method (Koonce & Rodegerdts,
2008) specified a fixed cycle length and phase split for each
traffic light phase. Subsequently, SCOOT (Hunt et al., 1982),
SCATS (Lowrie, 1992), MP control (Varaiya, 2013), and
SOTL (Cools et al., 2013), among others, have tried to set

the signal according to the road traffic conditions, which are
still widely used in most cities.

The concept of MP control (Tassiulas & Ephremides, 1990)
was initially developed for scheduling packets in wireless
communication networks. Varaiya et al. (Varaiya, 2013)
and Gregoire et al. (Gregoire et al., 2014a) formulated the
definition of max-pressure and proved its stability. Adapted
for signalized intersections, some studies on MP (Wong-
piromsarn et al., 2012; Gregoire et al., 2014b;a; Kouvelas
et al., 2014) have demonstrated its efficiency through sim-
ulation. Le et.al (Le et al., 2015) and Levin et.al (Levin
et al., 2020) proposed cyclical phase structure, which had
greater palatability for implementation. The Efficient-MP
method (Wu et al., 2021b) proposed a simple but efficient
traffic state representation (one ”lanes to lanes” approach to
calculate pressure) based on MP, and achieved SOTA, even
among the latest RL-based approaches.

Despite the high performance of the MP-based control, it
lacks flexibility and needs an optimal hyper-parameters set,
such as action duration and cycle length. For the implemen-
tation of MP applications for TSC, some works set a fixed
duration for each activated phase (Wongpiromsarn et al.,
2012; Gregoire et al., 2014b;a; Wei et al., 2019a; Chen et al.,
2020; Wei et al., 2019c), while some studies used fixed cy-
cle length and then proportionally set phase split (Kouvelas
et al., 2014; Le et al., 2015; Levin et al., 2020).

With a fixed action duration or cycle length, the MP con-
trol cannot maintain a phase when a platoon of vehicles
is passing through the intersection, because the ”pressure”
only concentrates on the queuing vehicles and ignores the
running vehicles. For example, considering there are no
running vehicles at the current phase, but many queuing
vehicles being at other phases, the phase signal should be
changed, and the MP control can make the right decision;
while there are many running vehicles at current phase, but
fewer queuing vehicles at other phases, the phase signal
should not be changed, MP control cannot work properly
because it only concentrates on the queuing vehicles.

Self-organizing traffic lights control (SOTL) (Gershenson,
2004; 2012; Cools et al., 2013) is one type of adaptive TSC
method, which can autonomously adjust the phase signal
according to the traffic state. It evaluates the conditions of
the green phase and other competing phases, and adaptively
decides whether to maintain or change the current signal
phase. The main advantage of the SOTL is its flexibility
to dynamic traffic flow. Besides, the SOTL pays attention
to the running vehicles crossing through, which may also
be essential for traffic optimization. We will leverage the
advantages of SOTL into Efficient-MP (Wu et al., 2021b) to
make it more adaptive, in this paper.
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2.2. RL-based methods

So far the RL-based methods have shown excellent perfor-
mance, mainly for two reasons: 1) advanced deep neural
networks; 2) well-designed state and reward strategy.

FRAP (Zheng et al., 2019) proposed a novel network struc-
ture realized by phase competition and relation, which can
deal with unbalanced traffic flow and have strong transfer-
ability. CoLight (Wei et al., 2019b) used graph attention
networks (GAT) (Veličković et al., 2017) to realize inter-
section level cooperation and is capable of handling large
scale traffic signal control. PressLight (Wei et al., 2019a)
integrated ”pressure” into state reward design, and accom-
plished multi-intersection TSC. Obviously, integrating the
concept of pressure into the RL-based methods could bring
significant improvement. MPLight (Chen et al., 2020) used
FRAP as the base neural network to control city-level traffic
signals. Efficient-CoLight (Wu et al., 2021b) introduced
”efficient pressure” (EP) and uses its traffic state represen-
tational ability to achieve the SOTA. The representation of
traffic state will have a strong impact on the quality of the
TSC models.

In this paper, our work aims to answer three questions: (1)
how to improve Efficient-MP’s performance and make it
more adaptive to dynamic traffic? (2) how to represent the
traffic state more effectively? and (3) how to further improve
the performance of the RL-related methods without adding
complexity?

3. Preliminaries
In this section, we summarize relevant definitions (Chen
et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2021b) for TSC in this paper.

Definition 1 (Traffic network). A traffic network is de-
scribed as a directed graph, in which each node represents
the intersection, and each edge represents the road. Each
intersection has incoming roads and outgoing roads, and
each road consists of several lanes which determine how the
vehicle pass through the intersection, such as turn left, go
straight, and turn right. An incoming lane for an intersection
is where the vehicle enters the intersection. An outgoing
lane for an intersection is where the vehicle leaves the inter-
section. We denote the set of incoming lanes and outgoing
lanes of intersection i as Lin

i and Lout
i , respectively. We use

l,m, k to denote the roads, and l′,m′, k′ to denote the lanes.
Figure 1(a) illustrates an intersection and eight roads.

Definition 2 (Traffic movement). Traffic movement is de-
fined as the traffic traveling across an intersection from one
incoming road to one outgoing road. We denote a traf-
fic movement from road l to road m as (l,m), in which
(l,m) = set{(l′,m′)}, l′ ∈ l,m′ ∈ m. For an intersection
with each road having three lanes, for instance, each traffic

movement contains one entering lane and three exiting lanes.
Figure 1(a) uses three green dash lines to describe the traffic
from the south to west, and there are a total of twelve traffic
movements.

Figure 1. An illustration of intersection, traffic movements and
traffic signal phase.

Definition 3 (Signal phase). Each signal phase is a set of
permissible traffic movements (as shown in Figure 1(b)).
We denote one phase with s, in which s = set{(l,m)}, and
s ∈ Si. Figure 1(c) describes the mostly used four phases.

Definition 4 (Efficient pressure). The efficient pressure of
each traffic movement is the average difference of queue
length between the upstream and downstream, denoted by

e(l,m) =
1

M

M∑
i=1

q(l′i)−
1

N

N∑
j=1

q(m′
j), l

′ ∈ l,m′ ∈ m

(1)
in which q(l′) represents the queue length of lane l′, and M
and N are the used lane numbers of road l and m, respec-
tively.

Definition 5 (Phase pressure). The pressure of each phase
is the sum of efficient pressure of the traffic movements,
which form the phase, denoted by

p(s) =
∑

e(l,m), (l,m) ∈ s, s ∈ Si (2)

in which e(l,m) represents the traffic movement’s efficient
pressure and it is calculated by equation (1).

Definition 6 (Intersection pressure). The pressure of each
intersection is defined as the difference of queue length
between the upstream and downstream, denoted by

Pi =
∑

q(l′)−
∑

q(m′), l′ ∈ Lin
i ,m′ ∈ Lout

i (3)

in which q(l′) represents the queue length of lane l′.

Definition 7 (Action duration). The action duration of each
agent is denoted as tduration, and the phase duration can be
n ∗ tduration, n ∈ N+.
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Table 1. Summary of notations.

Notation Description

Li set of lanes of intersection i
Lin
i set of incoming lanes of intersection i

Lout
i set of outgoing lanes of intersection i

l′,m′, k′ lanes
l,m, k road which is a set of lanes
q(l′) queue length of lane l′

(l,m) a traffic movement from road l to m
e(l,m) efficient pressure from road l to m
s phase which is a set of traffic movements
Si phases of intersection i
p(s) pressure of phase s
Pi pressure of intersection i
tduration action duration of each agent

Vmax the maximum velocity of vehicles
L the effective range within tduration
re(l

′) the running vehicle number within L
d(s) the demand of phase s
ATS(l,m) advanced traffic state for (l,m)

The summary of notations is listed in Table 1.

Problem 1 (Multi-intersection traffic signal control). Each
intersection is controlled by one RL agent. At time step t,
agent i views the environment as its observation oit. Every
tduration, the action ait is taken to control the signal of inter-
section i. The goal of the agent is to take an optimal action
ait (i.e. which phase to set) to maximize the throughput of
the systems and minimize the average travel time.

4. Method
In this section, we develop the Advanced-MP based on
Efficient-MP and SOTL control. Next, we design the novel
traffic movement representation with pressure and demand
from Advanced-MP, namely advanced traffic state (ATS).
Finally, we introduce ATS into RL-base models and develop
an template called Advanced-XLight.

4.1. Advanced Max Pressure Control

To make Efficient-MP control more adaptive, inspired by
SOTL, we propose advanced max pressure (Advanced-MP),
which takes both pressure and running vehicles near the
intersection into consideration. Advanced-MP can be re-
garded as an approximation of optimal MP, which sets dy-
namic phase duration for each phase under dynamic traffic.

4.1.1. DEFINITIONS

To depict the demand precisely, we herein firstly define
some new concepts:

Definition 8 (Effective range). The effective range is the
maximum distance to the intersection that a vehicle can pass
through within tduration, denoted by

L = Vmax × tduration (4)

in which Vmax is the maximum velocity of vehicles. For
example, if the vehicles’ maximum velocity is 11m/s, then
L = 110m for tduration = 10s, and L = 165m for
tduration = 15s. The effective range is similar to ω (the dis-
tance to the intersection) in SOTL but with a more precise
and deterministic value.

Definition 9 (Effective running vehicle number). The ef-
fective running vehicle number is the number of running
vehicles of the incoming lanes within the effective range to
the intersection, denoted by

r(l,m) =
∑

re(l
′), l′ ∈ l (5)

in which re(l
′) is the running vehicle number within L of

lane l′.

Definition 10 (Phase demand). The demand of each phase
is the sum of the effective running vehicle number from the
phase, denoted by

d(s) =
∑

r(l,m), (l,m) ∈ s (6)

in which r(l,m) is calculated by equation (6).

The phase demand precisely explains the demand for pass-
ing through the intersection. For the current phase, phase
demand can represent the need to maintain the current phase
for the next tduration, while phase pressure can represent
the need to change the current phase. When the current
phase pressure is too small, there may be congestion on the
downstream.

Phase demand represents the need for running vehicles,
and phase pressure expresses the need for queuing vehicles.
They compete for a green signal. For the current phase, we
use W1 to represent the importance weight of phase demand,
and the ”request” from the current phase is denoted by:

d(ŝ)×W1 (7)

Moreover, the ”request” from other competing phases is
max (p(s)). We need to compare the ”request” values and
activate the phase with the maximum value.

In general, we propose the phase demand (Definition 10)
under effective range (Definition 8) to quantify the request
from the current phase, while the phase’s efficient pressure
is used as the request from other competing phases.

4.1.2. ALGORITHM

With Advanced-MP, not all the running vehicles have the
demand (or request) for green signals because only those
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running on the effective range can pass through the intersec-
tion for the next tduration.

Algorithm 1 Advanced Max-Pressure control
Parameter: time t = 0, action duration tduration, weights
W1, current phase acur

For each intersection, get p(s)
acur = arg max (p(s)|, s ∈ Si)
for (time-step) do
t = t+ 1
if t =tduration then

For each intersection, get p(s) and d(s)
if d(acur)×W1 > max{p(s)} then

Maintain the current phase
else
acur = arg max (p(s)|, s ∈ Si)

end if
Set the phase as acur.
t = 0

end if
end for

The advanced MP method is formally summarized in Algo-
rithm 1. With a fixed action duration, we test several simple
weights and finally find the best as the final results of this
method. For the phases with red signal, phase pressure can
represent the need to be set for the next tduration, while
phase demand does not work. For each phase, phase pres-
sure and phase demand cannot work together to represent
the need for the phase. The phase demand and pressure
can represent the ”request” of the current phase and other
competing phases, respectively. Through the competition
of phase pressure and phase demand, Advanced-MP can
realize adaptive control.

4.1.3. DISCUSSION

One crucial research question is, whether Advanced-MP
still stabilizes the queue length in the traffic. Herein we will
compare Advanced-MP with those typical MP-based meth-
ods using the proportional phase split. Firstly, Advanced-
MP can be regarded as one approximate realization of MP
using proportional phase split under optimal cycle length.
Advanced-MP does not change the properties of MP but it
is a more adaptive realization.

It is supposed that MP-based methods could set an optimal
phase duration with different traffic conditions, and this
duration might vary with different pressures. To get the
optimal duration, we need to check whether the system uses
small time slots, and evaluate whether to change the phase or
not according to the traffic state, and finally get the optimal
duration through joining these slots. Obviously, that is what
Advanced-MP has done.

From this perspective, Advanced-MP can also be considered
as equivalent to setting an optimal phase duration for each
activated phase. Clearly, it can stabilize the traffic flows like
MP-based methods and achieve superior performance (see
details in experiment section).

4.2. Advanced Traffic State

Although the efficient pressure (Wu et al., 2021b) also has
strong expression capability in representing the traffic states,
it can not express the running vehicles in the traffic network.
After all, ”pressure” alone is not enough to represent the
complex traffic state. There is always a hypothesis (Wu
et al., 2021a) that representation is critical for computational
intelligence algorithms, however, in this paper we want to
reconfirm whether ’expression might be enough’.

Based on Advanced-MP, we further design the advanced
traffic state (ATS) with efficient traffic movement pressure
and effective running vehicles for traffic state representation.

Definition 11 (Advanced traffic state). The combination
of representation of the efficient pressure of vehicle queues
and effective running vehicles for traffic movement (l,m),
named advanced traffic state (ATS), is denoted by:

ATS(l,m) = {(e(l,m); r(l,m)} (8)

is which e(l,m) and r(l,m) are computed by equation (1)
and equation (6), respectively.

4.3. Advanced-XLight

We now can develop an advanced RL-based methods tem-
plate applying ATS as traffic state, namely Advanced-
XLight (as Algorithm 2 shows).

MPLight (Chen et al., 2020) and CoLight (Wei et al., 2019b)
are adopted as the Q-network baseline architecture of our
method considering their high performance. We have gen-
erated Advanced-MPLight and Advanced-CoLight by our
Advanced-XLight algorithm template. It should be noted
that the idea of RL-based design is not limited to MPLight
and CoLight, as it can also be integrated into other RL-based
models.

State representation Each agent observes the current
phase and advanced traffic state (Definition 11) which con-
sists of traffic movement efficient pressure (Definition 4)
and effective running vehicles (Definition 9).

Action At time t, each agent chooses a phase ŝ as its
action at, and the traffic signal will be set to phase ŝ.

Reward For Advanced-MPLight model, the reward is
the pressure of the intersection, denoted by ri = −|Pi|.
The agent tries to stabilize the queues in the system by
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Algorithm 2 Advanced-XLight
Parameter: Current phase time t, minimum action duration
tduration

for (time-step) do
t = t+ 1;
if t = tduration then

Get ATS by equation (8) for each intersection;
Set the phase by X RL model;
t = 0;

end if
end for

maximizing the reward. For the Advanced-CoLight model,
the reward is the total queue length of the intersection, ri =
−
∑

q(l′), l′ ∈ Lin
i . The Advanced-CoLight agent tries to

minimize the queue length of the system.

The Advanced-XLight is updated by the Bellman Equation:

Q(st, at) = R(sr, at) + γmaxQ(st+1, at+1) (9)

5. Experiment
We conduct experiments on six real-world datasets to eval-
uate our proposed methods, especially the performance of
Advanced-MP and the importance of ATS in TSC.

5.1. Experiment Settings

We conduct experiments on CityFlow (Zhang et al., 2019)2,
a simulator that supports large-scale traffic signal control.
The simulator provides the state to the agent and receives
the phase signal settings. Each green signal is followed by a
three-second yellow signal and two-second all red time to
prepare the transition.

The traffic dataset consists of the road network data and
traffic flow data. The road network data describes the traffic
road links, traffic movements, and corresponding signal
settings. In the traffic flow dataset, each vehicle is described
as (t, u) where t is time, u is the pre-planned route, and u
is a set of roads located on the road network from the origin
location to the destination.

In multi-intersection TSC, the phase number and minimum
action duration are important hyper-parameters and should
be set as the same before conducting baseline. We set the
phase number as four and minimum action duration as 15-
second, the same as traffic signal settings from Efficient-
MP (Wu et al., 2021b).

2https://cityflow-project.github.io

5.2. Datasets

We use six real-world traffic datasets3 in experiments.

JiNan datasets: The road network has 12 (3 × 4) in-
tersections. Each intersection is four-way, with two
400-meter(East-West) long road segments and two 800-
meter(South-North)long road segments. There are three
traffic flow datasets under this traffic road network dataset.

HangZhou datasets: The road network has 16 (4 × 4)
intersections. Each intersection is four-way, with two
800-meter(East-West) long road segments and two 600-
meter(South-North)long road segments. There are two traf-
fic flow datasets under this traffic road network dataset.

New York dataset: The road network has 192 (28 × 7)
intersections. Each intersection is four-way, with two 300-
meter(East-West) long road segments and two 300-meter
(South-North) long road segments. There are only one traffic
flow dataset under this traffic road network dataset.

These traffic datasets are not only different from the perspec-
tives of traffic road network, but also the arrival patterns.

5.3. Evaluation Metrics

Following the existing studies (Wei et al., 2019c), we use the
average travel time to evaluate the performance of different
models for traffic signal control. It calculates the average
travel time of all the vehicles spent between entering and
leaving the traffic network (in seconds), which is the most
frequently used measure of performance to control traffic
signals (Zheng et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2019b).

5.4. Compared Methods

We compare our methods with the following baseline meth-
ods, including traditional traffic and RL methods. All the
RL methods are trained with the same hyper-parameters
(learning rate, replay buffer size, sample size). Each episode
is a 60-minute simulation, and we adopt results as the aver-
age of the last ten testing episodes. The final report result is
the average of three independent results.

Traditional Methods:

• Fixed-Time (Koonce & Rodegerdts, 2008): a policy
gives a fixed cycle length with a predefined phase split
among all the phases.

• Max-Pressure (Varaiya, 2013): the max pressure con-
trol selects the phase that has the maximum pressure.

• Efficient-MP (Wu et al., 2021b): it selects the
phase with the maximum efficient pressure. It is a

3https://traffic-signal-control.github.io
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Table 2. Performance (the average travel time in seconds) comparison of different methods evaluated on JiNan, HangZhou and New York
real-world datasets (the smaller the better).

Method JiNan HangZhou New York
1 2 3 1 2 1

FixedTime 428.11 368.77 383.01 495.57 406.65 1507.12
MaxPressure 273.96 245.38 245.81 288.54 348.98 1179.55
Efficient-MP 269.87 239.75 240.03 284.44 327.62 1122.00

MPLight 297.46 270.05 276.15 314.60 357.61 1321.40
CoLight 272.06 252.44 249.56 297.02 347.27 1065.64
AttendLight 277.53 250.29 248.82 293.89 345.72 1586.09
PRGLight 291.27 257.52 261.74 301.06 369.98 1283.37
Efficient-MPLight 261.81 241.35 238.80 284.49 321.08 1301.83
Efficient-CoLight 256.84 239.58 236.72 282.07 324.27 1032.11

Advanced-MP 253.61 238.62 235.21 279.47 318.67 1060.41
Advanced-MPLight 251.29 234.78 231.76 273.26 312.68 1198.64
Advanced-CoLight 245.73 232.63 229.01 270.45 310.74 970.05

SOTA method that has superior performance than MP-
Light (Chen et al., 2020).

RL Methods:

• MPLight (Chen et al., 2020): using FRAP (Zheng
et al., 2019) as the base model, and introduces pressure
into the state and reward design.

• CoLight (Wei et al., 2019b): using graph attention
network to realize intersection cooperation.

• AttendLight (Oroojlooy et al., 2020): using attention
mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017) to construct phase
feature and predict phase transition probability.

• PRGLight (Zhao et al., 2021): using graph neural
network to predict traffic state and adjusts the phase
duration according to the currently observed traffic
state and predicted state.

• Efficient-MPLight (Wu et al., 2021b): FRAP (Zheng
et al., 2019) based model, using current phase and
efficient traffic movement pressure as observation, in-
tersection pressure as reward.

• Efficient-CoLight (Wu et al., 2021b): CoLight based
model, using current phase and efficient traffic move-
ment pressure as observation, intersection queue length
as reward. It is the SOTA RL method.

5.5. Results

5.5.1. WEIGHT SETTING

Various trials and testings are needed to get an appropriate
W1 for a particular action duration. From our experiences

(as shown in Figure 2), the demand will need a higher weight
with a smaller action duration, mainly for two reasons: (1)
The time waste of phase transition (yellow time and all-
red time) should be considered. The wasted time is fixed.
Smaller action duration will potentially cause more frequent
transition and more wasted time. (2) The smaller action
duration will use a shorter efficient range (Definition 8),
leading to a smaller value of traffic demand. Therefore the
weight should set a higher value. In other words, we should
give a higher weight for demand with a small action duration
and a lower one with a large action duration.

Figure 2. The performance of Advanced-MP under different
weight W1.

5.5.2. OVERALL PERFORMANCE

Table 2 reports our experimental results under JiNan,
HangZhou and New York real-world datasets with respect
to the average travel time. We have the following findings:
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(1) Our proposed Advanced-MP consistently outperforms
all other previous methods. With a well-designed weight
W1, Advanced-MP can outperform the SOTA RL method:
Efficient-CoLight in JiNan and HangZhou datasets, and
its performance is almost the same with Efficient-CoLight
in the New York dataset. Advanced-MP demonstrates the
efficiency and adaptiveness of transportation methods. Fur-
thermore, compared to RL-based methods, Advanced-MP is
easier to deploy because Advanced-MP only requires action
duration and weight, and does not need intensive training.

(2) Our proposed Advanced-CoLight outperforms all other
methods. Integrating AST with the RL-based approaches
brings excellent improvements. The performance of our
RL-based algorithm (Advanced-CoLight) is improved by
13.54% and 6.01% from the previous SOTA methods,
Efficient-MP and Efficient-CoLight, respectively.

5.5.3. VARIATION WITH ACTION DURATION

Action duration (also considered as minimum phase du-
ration, tduration) is an essential hyper-parameter, and it
influences the control performance of both transportation
and RL-based methods. To prove that our proposed methods
have a better performance under different action duration,
experiments under different action duration are also con-
ducted.

Figure 3 reports the model performance on JiNan and
HangZhou datasets under different action duration.

The performance of Advanced-MP gets a better control with
a smaller action duration (except at HangZhou2). This is
in tune with the fact that it can be regarded as an approxi-
mation of optimal MP, which sets optimal phase duration
all the time. The Advanced-MP can estimate optimal MP
more accurately with a smaller phase duration because the
controller can update traffic state more frequently and make
more precise decisions.

We find that: (1) Phase duration has a great influence on the
model performance. All the methods have different model
performances under different action durations. (2) Our
proposed Advanced-MP outperforms the previous SOTA
methods Efficient-CoLight over different action durations.
Advanced-MP is more powerful than others. (3) Our pro-
posed Advanced-MPLight and Advanced-CoLight perform
better than the previous SOTA methods. Integrating traffic
demand truly brings efficient improvement.

5.5.4. EFFECTIVE OBSERVATION

Comprehensive experiments are conducted to address
the importance of effective range and running vehicles.
Advanced-CoLight and Advanced-MPLight are evaluated
under the three different state configurations with different
observations. It differs from getting the number of running

Figure 3. Model performance under different action duration, the
smaller the better.

vehicles near the intersection: (1) In Config1, the current
phase, traffic movement pressure, and the number of run-
ning vehicles in the incoming lanes within 100 meters near
the intersection are used as the state representation; (2) In
Config2, the current phase, traffic movement pressure, and
the number of running vehicles in the incoming lanes within
200 meters near the intersection are used as the state repre-
sentation; (3) In Config3, the current phase, traffic move-
ment pressure, and the number of all the running vehicles
in each entering lane are used as the state representation;
(4) In Default, the current phase, traffic movement pressure,
and the number of effective running vehicles are used as the
state representation. The model performances are compared
with Default to evaluate the importance of effective range.

Figure 4. Model performance under different state representation

Figure 4 reports the model performance under different
state configurations of observation range. We find that (1)
the observation range of running vehicles significantly in-
fluences the model performance. The performance is the
best under the Default configuration. (2) A model can-
not perform better with more complex observations. Com-
pared to Efficient-MPLight and Efficient-CoLight (Efficient-
MPLight and Efficient-CoLight use current phase and traffic
movement pressure as the state representation), the model
gets worse performance under Config3 with an additional
observation of the running vehicles.
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Therefore, the effective observation of running vehicles is
essential for model improvement. And the excellent per-
formance of Advanced-CoLight and Advanced-MPLight
should attribute to effective observation rather than more
observations.

5.5.5. MODEL GENERALIZATION

To evaluate the generalization of Advanced-XLight, we
choose Advanced-MPLight while Advanced-CoLight has
a limited capacity of transferability due to the influence of
traffic network topologies. We train Advanced-MPLight
on JiNan and HangZhou datasets and transfer it to other
datasets.

The transfer performance is denoted as an average travel
time ratio: ttransfer/ttrain, where ttransfer and ttrain are
the average travel time of transfer and direct training re-
spectively. The smaller of ttransfer/ttrain, the better of
the model transferability. Figure 5 reports the model trans-
ferability of Advanced-MPLight on all the datasets. The
closer the average travel time ratio is to one (red dashed
line), the less degradation through the model transfer. The
average travel time ratio in New York is smaller than one,
indicating that we can get better performance through trans-
ferring on it than direct training. As is shown in Figure 5,
Advanced-MPLight has high transfer performance over all
the datasets, indicating that the model generalization of
Advanced-MPLight is of great significance. The results of
model generalization indicate that Advanced-MPLight does
not have an over-fitting problem in the RL training.

Figure 5. The average travel time of transfer divided by average
travel time of direct training. The error bars represent 95% confi-
dent interval for average travel time ratio.

6. Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel method called Advanced-MP,
based on MP and SOTL, and designs an advanced traffic
state (ATS) for the traffic movement representation with a
pressure of queuing and demand of running for vehicles.
Experiments results on the large-scale road networks with
hundreds of traffic signals show that our ATS expresses more

information for traffic state and boosts the performance of
TSC methods.

In the future, we will analyze more traffic factors and pro-
vide a more precise traffic state representation to further
optimize the TSC methods.
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